We de ne a new xpoint semantics for rule-based reasoning in the presence of imprecise information. We rst demonstrate the need to have such a rule-based semantics by showing a real-world application requiring such reasoning. We then de ne this semantics. Optimizations and approximations of the semantics are shown so as to make the semantics amenable to very large scale real-world applications. We nally prove that the semantics is probabilistic and reduces to the usual xpoint semantics of strati ed Datalog if all information is certain.
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Introduction
Many real world problems cannot be described or solved by deterministic information because of inherent vagueness (e.g., see 4, 10] ). We demonstrate the truth of this statement in a real-world application to which we have successfully applied the rule-based semantics described and de ned in this paper. Assume a database containing precise and/or imprecise information about objects. The imprecise information may come from appraisals of domain experts. For example, domain experts may have provided appraisals or judgements of several properties of rms. The judgements express how probable it is that a particular rm is dynamic (abbreviated by dyn), professionally competent (pro), audacious (aud), innovative (inn), appreciated (app), reputable (rep), enterprising (ent), powerful (pow), reliable (rel) and intelligently managed (int). So for each rm under consideration and for each of these criteria the expert has provided a real number in the interval 0; 1]. The actual task is now to express the competitiveness (abbreviated by comp) of a rm in terms of these expert given judgements which are stored in the database. As it turns out we can express with high accuracy the competitiveness of a rm in terms of rules which are able to handle weighted tuples or facts such as dyn(firm1) : 0:9 and pro(firm1) : 0:5. The fact dyn(firm1) : 0:9 expresses that firm1 is dynamic with probability 0.9, and the fact pro(firm1) : 0:5 expresses that firm1's professional competence seems to be mediocre. Based on these judgements, the competitiveness of the rms can be expressed with an accuracy of 85% (measured on a previously unseen test set of 60 rms) using ve rules.
comp (X) int(X); pro(X) (1) comp(X) int(X); sol(X); app(X) (2) comp(X) int(X); pro(X); inn(X); rep(X) (3) comp(X) int(X); pro(X); app(X) (4) comp(X) int(X); pro(X); pow(X) (5) There are several points to be clari ed now. Firstly, what is the semantics of the rules (1) to (5) ? The de nition of this semantics is the topic of this paper and provides the foundation of all our work in the eld of knowledge discovery and forecasting (e.g., see 26] which gives also more information on the above application). Secondly, where do rules such as (1) to (5) come from ? We have already developed techniques to automatically generate such rules from training examples 26] . We have relied on techniques known from inductive logic programming (e.g., see 7] ) and have applied those techniques to the rule semantics described in this paper. As our implementation and experiments have shown, this results in a powerful tool for knowledge discovery in databases. Inductive logic programming is concerned with the problem of generating rules such as (1) to (5) , but the rules considered in inductive logic programming are restricted to facts or tuples which are either true or false. Hence, combining the probabilistic rule semantics described here with inductive logic programming techniques yields powerful techniques for knowledge discovery in databases. Preliminary work in collaboration with a bank in Hong Kong is con rming that our discovery technique work for real-world nancial applications.
Many qualitative and quantitative methods for reasoning under uncertainty have been developed in recent years. As seems quite natural, any such calculus should as far as possible satisfy the following requirements.
1. The formal semantics dealing with uncertain reasoning must coincide with human understanding of the given information.
2. The mathematical framework de ned for dealing with rule-based and uncertain reasoning must be computationally tractable. In other words, the information processing must be completeable in reasonable time. More precisely, for practical applications involving large amounts of data, the information processing needs to be done in, at most, polynomial time in the size of the data.
We de ne a new semantics which seems to satisfy requirement 1. However, in order to make the semantics also tractable for large scale real-world applications one is either forced to approximate the semantics or to rely on optimization techniques. We give powerful optimizations of our semantics in case the information is only partly uncertain. We also discuss approximations of the semantics making it tractable in real-world applications.
It has been argued that the design of a knowledge representation language is a trade-o between expressiveness and computational tractability 2, 5, 23] . Similarly, we think that the design of a calculus to deal with uncertainty is also a compromise between precision and computational complexity. We present here new techniques which seem to be well suited for many applications requesting the handling of uncertain information.
Our framework is the following. We assume to have a set of facts, each associated with a probability in the closed real interval between zero and one, and a set of rules. The problem is to compute for any ground atom its probability as to whether it is true or false with regard to the given facts and rules. The basic assumption is that the given facts are mutually exclusive elementary events. This framework is illustrated below on the application introduced previously. For the sake of simplicity let us assume that we have only the three rules (1), (2) and (3) 
denoted as I KB (comp(a)) = 0:8. One of the strengths of this semantics is its ability to take partial dependencies between rules into account. In this example, we rst compute the probability that the body int(a); pro(a) of rule (1) is true, which is 0:9 0:8. Then we add the probability that the body of rule (2), int(a); sol(a); app(a), is true, i.e. 0:9 0:7 0:6is added. Finally, the truth value of int(a); pro(a); inn(a); rep(a), the instantiated body of rule (3), is added. This accounts for (6). Then we substract the probability that int(a); pro(a) and int(a); sol(a); app(a) are both true. This event is equal to the event that int(a); pro(a); sol(a); app(a) is true which has probability 0:9 0:8 0:7 0:6. It is crucial to see that, when computing the probability that the events int(a); pro(a) and int(a); sol(a); app(a) are both true, we do not multiply the probability that int(a); pro(a) is true with the probability that int(a); sol(a); app(a) is true. One occurrence of int(a) is eliminated, taking the partial dependence between rule bodies (1) and (2) into account. In the same way we substract the probabilities that int(a); pro(a) and int(a); pro(a); inn(a); rep(a) are both true, and that int(a); sol(a); app(a) and int(a); pro(a); inn(a); rep(a) are both true. These substractions account for (7) . Finally, (8) is the probability that all three instantiated rule bodies are true, which is the same as the probability that int(a); pro(a); sol(a); app(a); inn(a); rep(a) is true.
Let us assume that the above-mentioned discovery process, which is based on systematically checking possible rule sets and nally picking the best performing rule set, yielded rules with negation (:). For example, we may have generated the two rules comp(X) int(X); pro(X) (10) comp(X) sol(X); :int(X); app(X) (11) ancestor(x; y) parent(x; y)
ancestor(x; y) parent(x; z); ancestor(z; y)
Then the semantics, which is a function I KB mapping a ground fact to a probability, is such that I KB (has cancer(a) In the remainder of this paper we review many other promising approaches to imprecise rule-based reasoning which have been proposed. Then we de ne the precise semantics for handling uncertain information in knowledge basis as introduced and motivated above. This is done in section 3 for negation-free rules and is an extension of the results presented in 25], The next sections present completely new results. In section 4, we generalize our approach to cope also with negation in rule bodies and discuss optimizations as well as possible approximations of the presented semantics to achieve computational e ciency for large scale applications. In section 5 we show that our semantics reduces to the usual minimal model semantics of strati ed Datalog and that the semantics is, in a very precise sense, probabilistic. Section 6 gives conclusions and sketches future work.
Comparison to Other Work
The following is not a complete list of all the ne techniques developed for reasoning under uncertainty; however, it covers the most popular approaches having a resemblance to the framework we are dealing with here and hence provides a sound basis for comparison.
Fuzzy logic is one of the most widespread approaches to dealing with uncertainty in rule-based systems A way to attach a probability to an arbitrary formula is proposed in 21]. But Nilsson does not deal with rule-based reasoning, and this method su ers from computational intractability. The computation of The two rules r 3 : p a; b and r 4 : p b; c are partially dependent. They de ne for p a probability which is in general higher (indicated by < p ) than the probability speci ed for p by the fully dependent rules r 1 and r 2 . On the other hand they attach to p a lower probability than the fully independent rules r 5 and r 6 .
an uncertainty value according to this theory needs exponential time in the size of the data and there is no general polynomial algorithm to approximate the proposed reasoning. Also the proposal of 11] which deals with propositional rules and uncertainties is intractable. To overcome the problem of ine ciency, the designers of Mycin, a medical expert system, have approximated basic probability theory by means of a heuristic approach 13]. But in general purpose knowledge base management systems we would like to have a means to handle rules involving variables and recursion, neither of which are provided by the Mycin approach.
Our proposal is closest to the excellent studies 24] and 14]. The rst di erence to our approach is that both of these studies are restricted to negation-free rules. In 24] a model theoretic semantics is given without providing a xpoint semantics. This xpoint semantics is then de ned in 14] where Kifer and Li point out that their semantics lacks the notion of partial dependency. Namely, each pair of ground instances of rules is either (fully) dependent or (fully) independent. Exactly this problem will be overcome by our semantics. In the conclusions, Kifer and Li give the following example. The two rules r 3 : p a; b and r 4 : p b; c should be only partially dependent. This partial dependency is illustrated in gure 1.
Assume that a; b and c each get an uncertainty of 0:5 then taking the two rules to be dependent yields the uncertainty 0:25 for p. And if the two rule instances are independent then 0:25+0:25?0:25 0:25 = 0:4375 is the correct value. But a system supporting partial dependency should, according to basic probability theory and under the assumption that a; b and c are mutually independent, assign the value 0:25 + 0:25 ? (0:5) 3 = 0:375 to p. This is exactly what our semantics does. Our approach therefore provides a means for dealing with partial dependencies. Yet there is another problem with the approach of Kifer and Li, namely, the question of how to decide whether two rule instances are dependent or not. Kifer and Li do not address this issue. If the decision is made by the system on the y during the computation, then the system can take the wrong decision, e.g., saying that p a; b and p a are independent. Using Kifer's and Li's approach this is likely, since they nowhere store how a certainty for p has been deduced but only store what the value is. Let us look more closely at this example. If the certainty for b is 1 and the certainty for a is 0:5 then we only see the two values 0:5 and 0:5 for the two di erent derivations of p. How can we know whether the two derivations are dependent or independent? The other possibility is that the user has to answer the dependency question in advance. Then he has to make an exponential number of decisions. This is because the number of pairs of rule instances is exponential, not in the size of the knowledge base -much worseexponential in the number of constant symbols assumed to be in the underlying language. So we end up again with computational intractability.
12] links probability theory to logic. The problem considered is: given a set of variables and an assignment of real numbers in the interval 0,1] to the conjunctions of atoms over these variables, how can a probability be assigned to an arbitrary formula built from these variables. Additionally, it is required that the sum of all real numbers over the values of these conjunctions equals one. We will make no such restriction but only require that each individual fact gets an arbitrary value in the interval 0; 1]. Therefore, the two facts a : 0:5; b : 0:6 would already violate the preconditions necessary for applying the reasoning proposed in 12] whereas our method works for this case as well. Additionally, we are considering rule-based reasoning even involving recursion which is not considered in 12]. 19] is another approach to uncertainty reasoning. It uses the same uncertainty intervals as 20], but the rule heads or facts may be conjunctions or disjunctions of atoms. Yet every step of the proposed reasoning is exponential in the size of the underlying language, therefore this approach is not feasible for knowledge bases involving large factual information. This approach also provides no solution for the partial dependency problem previously outlined.
There are many other ne and noteworthy studies (e.g., see 3, 17, 18] ). Some of these proposals allow very general modeling capabilities we do not include in our semantics. None of those works, however, provides a probabilistic way of dealing with strati ed Datalog rules as de ned here and as seems to be su cient and highly promising for numerous applications.
A Fixpoint Semantics
We start de ning the rule-based semantics. We assume the reader to be familiar with the notions of atom, ground atom or fact, formula and substitution 16]. A probabilistic knowledge base KB is a pair of sets (F; R). The sets F and R are nite. Each element in F is a fact or ground atom and is of the form B : cf (13) and each element in R is a rule and is of the form A B 1 ; :::; B n (14) where n > 0, and A; B 1 ; :::; B n are atoms, each variable in A occurs in some B i for 1 i n, B is a ground atom and cf denotes a probability, i.e. a real number in the closed interval 0; 1]. We assume each ground atom to occur at most once in F, i.e. F = fp : 0:9; p : 0:8g is excluded.
A pre-interpretation is a set consisting of elements of the form (A; M), A is a ground atom and M is a set of elements of the form (B; cf) where B is a ground atom and cf a probability. Our aim is to associate to each probabilistic knowledge base KB a program operator T KB mapping pre-interpretations to preinterpretations. We can then compute in a natural manner a least xpoint identifying a pre-interpretation. Based on this pre-interpretation which re ects how each ground atom can be derived, an interpretation mapping ground atoms to a probability is then well de ned.
As an illustration and motivation for the following de nitions let us look at an example. In example 1, the equivalence relation = u between the rule sets R 1 and R 2 holds i for all set of facts F the probability of ground atom u wrt the knowledge base (F; R 1 ) is equal to its probability wrt (F; R 2 ). It is not hard to see that u can be derived by two di erent derivations in (F; R 1 ) requiring the premises fa; bg and fb; cg to hold respectively. We will de ne the probability of u wrt (F; R 1 ) to be (0:9) which is about 0:9 which is the probability that the rst derivation holds plus the probability that the second derivation holds minus the probability that both hold. On the other hand, according to our following de nitions, (F; R 2 ); (F; R 3 ) and (F; R 4 ) de ne the probability (0:9) 3 0:73 for p. The reason why the two derivations of u in (F; R 2 ) do not enhance the probability of u versus the case when taking into consideration only one of them is that these derivations are fully dependent (they both require the atoms fa; b; cg to hold whose probability is (0:9) 3 ); moreover, each of them is also equal to the derivation of u which is possible in (F; R 3 ) and (F; R 4 ).
We are going to specify how to associate to each ground atom a probability wrt to a particular probabilistic knowledge base. We rst de ne the set T KB (I) for each knowledge base KB = (F; R) and each pre-interpretation I. Let 
(see 26] for formal proofs). As pointed out in the introduction, one of the hard requirements for a xpoint theory dealing with uncertain information in large knowledge bases is its computational tractability. The worst case time complexity of computing lfp(T KB ) is exponential in the size of the facts. We can, however, approximate this xpoint. The idea is to approximate lfp(T KB ) by lfp 0 (T KB ), and lfp 0 (T KB ) is computable in polynomial time. However, approximation in Bayesian belief nets (a Bayesian belief net is equivalent to a set of propositional rules) can go arbitrarily bad 6], hence, even though our approximation looks very promising for many cases, it can go arbitrarily bad.
The precision of the approximation lfp 0 (T KB ) is speci ed by choosing a constant k. This constant may be arbitrarily large which means that the approximation can be arbitrarily precise. For instance, assume that p can be obtained by six mutually independent derivations each of which with probability 0:9. According to our following de nition of interpretation this results in assigning p the probability 0:999999. Now we assume to take into consideration only k = 4 of the possible six di erent derivations. Then the interpretation based on this approximated derivation information would assign p the probability 0:9999. This is indeed not a big loss of precision although we have chosen k to be low. It is clear that this approximation is indeterministic since we do not specify which of the 4 derivations we choose. This indeterminism leads also to a further potential optimization discussed in section 4 where we will also give powerful optimizations for especially the case when only some of the facts are uncertain. 26] formally veri es that the approximation just outlined is such that any query can be answered in polynomial time in the number of facts or tuples in the database. We are going to de ne an interpretation based on a pre-interpretation. We use the following notation. If (:::;cf )2M 1 M 2 cf = 2:43. Given a probabilistic knowledge base KB we rst compute the least xpoint of T KB , or an approximation of it respectively, which is denoted by I. Based on this pre-interpretation I whose size is assumed to be n we de ne the function I KB mapping the set of ground atoms A to the real numbers R as follows.
I KB : A ! R (18) A 7 ! (A;M 1 )2I (:::;cf )2M 1 cf (19) ? ( (22) The mapping I KB is said to be an interpretation and is based on the pre-interpretation I.
The malady of our de nition of interpretation is that the computation of the value I KB (A) for some ground atom A requires in the worst case exponential time in the size of the pre-interpretation I on which I KB is based. This is because if the size of I is n and if each occurrence of any element in I is of the form (A; :::) then to compute I KB (A) we have to take into consideration P n i=1 ( n i ) = 2 n ? 1 summands. But this does not occur if we take the pre-interpretation lfp 0 (T KB ) instead of lfp(T KB ) to de ne the mapping I KB , because in this case, we have to take into consideration at most k elements of the pre-interpretation to compute I KB (A) for any ground atom A.
Example 3 below con rms now our claims made during the discussion of example 1. The next section extends the semantics to rules with strati ed negation.
Extension for Strati ed Negation
In this section we extend our theory to rules involving strati ed negation. A probabilistic knowledge base KB is again a pair (F; R) where F is a set of facts of the form (13) We recall from 1] that a rule set R is strati ed i there is a mapping from the predicates to the natural numbers satisfying the following: for each rule in R, (i) the predicate in its head has a greater or equal number than the predicate of any positive literal in its body, and (ii) the predicate in its head has a greater number than the predicate of any negative literal in its body. Such a mapping is said to be a strati cation.
We say that a predicate p is on level j i the strati cation we refer to assigns p to j.
A pre-interpretation is a set consisting of elements (A; M), M is a set of elements L or (L; cf), L is a ground literal and cf a probability. Given is a probabilistic knowledge base KB = (F; R) and a strati cation, we de ne the operator T KB j ;S (I) for any pre-interpretation S and I and any natural number j mapping pre-interpretations to pre-interpretations.
Let R j R denote the maximal set of rules such that the predicate of each rule head in R j is on level j. For each rule r i in R j = fr 1 ; :::; r m g which is of the form (23) operator T KB j ;S (I) and the least xpoint lfp(T KB j ;S ) are de ned analogously as in section 3, except that S has to be added to the right side of (16) .
In what follows we again show how to compute a unique and intended pre-interpretation for a given probabilistic knowledge base KB = (F; R). We assume to have a strati cation we will refer to. Then for the lowest strati cation level j we set S = F 0 , where F 0 is obtained from F by replacing each element of the form (13) by (B; f(B; cf)g), and we perform the following three steps. 1. If in a derivation (A; M) there is an element in M with zero probability, like in the derivation (A; f(a; 0); :::g), then we may immediately delete this derivation from lfp(T KB j ;S ).
2. If in a derivation (A; M) there is an element in M with probability one and there are more than two elements in M then we may remove the element having probability one. For instance, the derivation and any facts, and let us further assume the probability of B and C to be 0:5. Then A holds in fty percent of the cases since whatever B is, true or false, C must have the opposite truth value whose probability is 0.5.
Or in other words, the probability of A is the probability of event B; :C plus the probability of event :B; C minus the probability of event B; :C; :B; C which is obviously zero. Indeed we have I KB (A) = 0:5, but if we would use the previous multiplication operator instead of 0 then I KB (A) = 0:4375. 
Properties of the Semantics
The reader may wonder why we call our calculus probabilistic. This is due to the full correspondence of the presented framework with axiomatic probability theory 22]. The given facts F de ne a language (a set of predicate and constant symbols) from which can be built the set of all ground formulas S. The proof of proposition 1 as well as proposition 2 below can be found in 27]. Proposition 1 reveals the full correspondence to probability theory. Even though this correspondence does not prove that our calculus is the right one, we dare to claim that this is at least a strong argument for our calculus.
Another desirable property is that the semantics reduces to the usual semantics of strati ed Datalog programs if all information is certain. Let KB is a probabilistic knowledge base then P(KB) denotes the strati ed Datalog program obtained from KB by replacing a fact of the form (13) Our initial aim was to de ne a xpoint semantics for rule-based reasoning in the presence of vague or imprecise information which satis es two requirements. Firstly, the semantics must coincide with the intuitive understanding of the given information. Secondly, the semantics must be computationally tractable so as to make it amenable to large scale applications. The given examples and illustrations indicate that the rst requirement is ful lled. Our technique ful lls also the second requirement since we provided powerful optimization techniques. Furthermore, we showed how to approximately compute our semantics and this approximation is computable in polynomial time. The presented semantics has been implemented and has been applied to real-world problems. Our collaboration with a bank in Hong Kong is also con rming that the knowledge discovery techniques we have developed based on this probabilistic rule semantics prove useful in large scale real-world nancial applications.
The naturalness of the presented semantics is supported by the fact that our semantics reduces to the usual xpoint semantics of Datalog programs or strati ed Datalog programs respectively if all the given information is certain or non-vague. We also proved the semantics to be equivalent to axiomatic probability theory.
Although the presented rule semantics has been implemented and is applied to some real-world applications much work needs to be done. As it turned out, many applications require not only the handling of weighted or uncertain information, but require simultaneous management of times-series data. It would be nice to have a way of expressing adequately not only weighted information, but weighted information and time information together. It seems highly promising for many applications to combine uncertainty management, time management and knowledge discovery techniques. This is our main line of future research.
Future work should also clarify what happens when the imprecise information obeys special regularities.
For example, suppose that the facts or ground tuples all have a probability of the form or 1 ? for some small delta value. The information is therefore almost de nite. The following question needs further
investigations. Under what conditions is it possible to change and 1 ? to zero and one, respectively, without introducing restrictive simpli cations? An approximation such as changing to zero if is small can tremendously speed up the evaluation of the rules. Hence this kind of approximations could be crucial for making the semantics tractable for special applications. The two rules r 3 : p a; b and r 4 : p b; c are partially dependent. They de ne for p a probability which is in general higher (indicated by < p ) than the probability speci ed for p by the fully dependent rules r 1 and r 2 . On the other hand they attach to p a lower probability than the fully independent rules r 5 and r 6 .
B The abstract has been rewritten and the introduction extended to appeal to a greater range of TKDE readers. The successful implementation and application of the rule semantics de ned in this paper are mentioned, and the introduction now elaborates a \non-trivial", real-world situation in which we applied the presented semantics. Furthermore, it is highlighted that this work is currently the basis of a real-world nancial application it is being developed in collaboration with Union Bank of Switzerland, branch Hong Kong, although, the name of this bank is not mentioned in the paper. This motivates the semantics and shows the existence of applications needing exactly the expressive power of the language described in this paper.
I hope these changes su ciently take into account the concerns expressed by the second reviewer that \the paper ... must argue why the proposed language is expressive enough for the classes of applications the paper intends to support".
These changes also respect the third reviewers comment, \Second, the examples given are too simple to illustrate the use and signi cance of the work".
Finally, these changes take into account the rst reviewer's comment, \You should expand a little more ... about future work".
In response to referees' concerns that the paper is too long and too technical, I have shortened it from 35 to about 22 pages, and I have expanded discussion at the expense of formal discussion and formal results. The paper comprises six sections, with page distribution as follows. About 4.5 pages introduction, motivation, illustration and applications; 3 pages discuss related work; 4 pages de ne the semantics of negation-free rules, and 3 pages extend the semantics to rules involving negation. Of the latter two sections, 2 pages are examples and at least 2 pages discuss the important and novel approximations of probabilistic reasoning. The nal two sections, which discuss some properties of the semantics and present the conclusions, are one page each. The bibliography is about 2 pages. In summary, about 4 pages (accounting for 25% of the paper) of formal discussion and formal results remain.
The bibliography has been improved and the di erences and similarities to the work which the second reviewer lists have been clari ed. The relationship to fuzzy logic and Dempster-Shafer can be found in section 2 of the paper (see the third point of the third reviewer).
We have also fully accounted for the third point the third reviewer raised: \the framework is probabilistic ... can be delayed". This discussion has now been moved into a new section, section 5.
In the introduction can be found the justi cation of why a proof procedure is not necessarily needed for the kind of applications we would like to support. This was a point brought up by the second reviewer.
The conclusions take into account a wish expressed by the rst reviewer: \I would like to know if your semantics has ...".
As a matter of course, all the other valuable and so called \minor" comments of the reviewers have been fully taken into account.
Please nd enclosed six copies of the revised paper as well as a copy of the recommendation letter by Prof. Timos K. Sellis.
I am looking forward to hearing from you again.
Yours sincerely, B. W uthrich
